The multi-cloud, DevOps-oriented approach is working to improve military health delivery during the pandemic.
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The Defense Health Agency has adopted a model of service that shortens and accelerates delivery cycles as the COVID-19 pandemic has heightened the need for rapid response.

The Managed Services Model from the agency's Solutions Delivery Division (SDD) aims to drive innovation in "as-a-service" offerings around infrastructure (IaaS), platform (PaaS) and software (SaaS), in addition to integrating multi-cloud environments and DevOps culture in the implementation, said division Director Col.
Francisco Dominicci at the FedHealth IT Innovation Awards last week.

The division of DHA oversees over 100 different systems, many of which have been developed in a “legacy way,” Dominicci said, adding that those systems’ software are often hard-coded and that the division has provided capabilities that are unique to specific environments that often lead to siloed, slower processes. By leveraging infrastructure, platform and software as services, however, Dominicci hopes to increase capability delivery while reducing costs.

“We’re moving our capabilities and our software in order to provide the same or better capabilities, reduce costs that allow us to rationalize and streamline those applications that we provide to the field,” Dominicci said.

More specifically, SDD is pursing a multi-cloud approach in its IaaS model to meet its infrastructure requirements and to fit the software that the organization is looking to apply in its PaaS contracts. This will ensure SDD has a structural PaaS that enables microservice containerization of applications and a workflow environment that enables SDD to provide the services it wants to deliver, such as an IT service desk.

Dominicci added that his division is adopting a DevOps culture and toolset so that it can achieve its “as-a-service” model. This will enable SDD to automate platform, software and cybersecurity delivery, while having baselines that the division can manage efficiently and effectively.

The Managed Services Model also supports new approaches to cybersecurity and ITIL maturity, Dominicci said. Namely, SDD is adopting a leaner approach to cybersecurity operations, building in well-defined functional cybersecurity roles into all of its partner agreements. It is also increasing the maturity of its ITIL-based support contract framework, aligning its partner expertise into IT processes and function.

This approach has enabled DHA to provide increased and improved support amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Crises with sudden demands for lab capabilities and virtual health capabilities allowed SDD to provide respective support to meet the demand.
More specifically, SDD helped engage on multiple fronts to deploy lab instruments and troubleshoot connectivity issues as well as expedite COVID-19 lab and clinic mapping. SDD also supported military health beneficiaries through the TRICARE Patient Portal by enabling labs to provide COVID-19 test results the instant results became available.

The TRICARE Patient Portal supported over 1 million users in recent months, marking a new milestone for the portal in support capabilities. The trend follows the increase of overall use of telehealth capabilities that DHA has seen as the agency pivoted its approach to care amid COVID-19.

DHA Assistant Director for Management Dr. Barclay Butler reported further evidence of military treatment facilities’ overall adjustment to virtual health care. Face-to-face care decreased from 80% to 38% of primary care at military treatment facilities amid COVID-19 while virtual health went from 20% to 62% of primary care, Butler said. Tele-ICU capabilities also saw significant increases in recent months.

DHA was also able to ramp up provider licensing in its virtual medical center systems from about 500 licensed clinicians to over 5,200 — an over tenfold increase. Increasing telehealth also increased access to care, Butler added, sharing that patients were able to get care when needed at an 82% rate, a 5% boost from 77% before COVID-19.

Despite the challenges that COVID-19 has brought across the country and the rest of the world, DHA leaders aimed to seek the silver lining of the pandemic — that the pressure of the crisis have increased the pace of technological change and are informing the future of care across defense health.

“[We’re] really applying those lessons learned using the COVID-19 response as a driver for changing how we do things in the Defense Health Agency,” Butler said. “As far as clinical effectiveness is concerned, we believe that this is continued to have high-quality care. ... As we follow this virtual health care, in terms of value, we were able to continue to [help] our care teams in provision of care, and that really kept our knowledge, skills and abilities up and reduced our network referrals.”
As military treatment facilities and frontline defense health professionals continue to respond to COVID-19, SDD will also continue pushing its technological and service delivery forward to meet the demands of the pandemic and military health overall, collaborating with industry and federal partners to achieve its goals.

“SDD is moving into the future,” Dominicci said. “We are excited about the future and our capabilities are going to be to partnered with all members of the team, the DHA team, as well as other capabilities [at] the VA and DHMS and other environments that allow us to deliver these capabilities to these applications.”
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